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Food Shortage 
Saturday, March 27, 2021 
Last night, I was having a hard time falling asleep. I tossed and turned for what seemed like hours before 

I finally started to drift to sleep.  

Just before I fell asleep, I noticed a vision coming into focus. This vision disturbed my spirit so that it 

awakened me from my doziness to inquire of the LORD about what was I seeing and why? Is this 

something around the corner or off in the distance?  After a few minutes and not hearing from the 

LORD, I attempted to go back to sleep once again. And once again I find myself unable to fall asleep. At 

some point, again, I felt myself slowly drifting to sleep, but I fell into another vision. And the second 

vision was just as disturbing as the first.  

The very next morning, after I got up, I shared my visions with our lead ministry’s prophetess. She nor I 

received an interpretation immediately. So, I went about my morning routine. Later that morning, she 

reached out to me after her morning prayer routine, and the LORD thy God provided us an 

interpretation of my visions. I have recorded my visions below and its interpretation.  

Vision 1 

I saw myself standing inside of a local Walmart to where I currently live. I was standing in the middle of 

the aisle, facing the front entrance doors. I was standing right before the freezer section starts, and my 

position was turned slightly to the left, as I was looking toward the produce section of the store. My 

backside was facing the shelving sections of the store.  

I am emphasizing this because the position of where I was standing was a very important aspect in my 

first vision. So, I want to explain that piece because I don’t think God is going to allow me to share the 

importance of the position of where I was standing in the interpretation below.  

At any rate, as I looked around the produce section, I was shocked and scared by what I saw. There was 

not a single produce in Walmart. No vegetables. No fruits. No potatoes. No bread. No meat. No nothing.  

And then I jumped up and awaken myself from my doziness to inquire of the LORD.  

Vision 2 

After the LORD did not respond to my inquiry of the first vision. I attempted to go back to sleep. Again, 

just before I was about to slip into a deep sleep, I fell into a second vision. (Compare to Acts 2:17). And 

what I saw was scary than the first vision.  

I saw myself standing in a wooded area. It appeared I was somewhere in Africa in a Safari. I could see for 

miles in all directions. But everything was a blur. Despite my blur vision, I noticed that all the grass was 

tall, brown in color, and withered like. The air was very dry and hot. There was no moisture anywhere. 

Then off to the right, I noticed movement. As I watched, I noticed what looked like a small deer or 

maybe a large African Wild Dog. Either way, I noticed this wild animal was struggling to walk. At first, I 

thought it was struggling because the ground looked very thick and muddy. Each time he took a step 

with his right leg, his leg appeared to get stuck and he stumbled over to the right and fell to the ground. 
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Then he would get up and take a step with his left leg. His left leg appeared to get stuck and then he 

stumbled over to the left and fell to the ground. Each time he attempted to take a step, he repeated this 

same action. A step, he gets stuck, and he stumbled over in the direction he stepped. Until finally, he 

appeared to just tire out and he collapsed forward on his front two legs with his hind legs trying to hold 

himself up. Until he no longer had the strength to carry his own weight and he finally falls completely to 

the ground.  

Then it hit me. This animal is not stumbling because he is getting stuck in the thick mud. He is weak 

because he is starving. There is no food for him to hunt or eat in this hot, dry, desolate Safari.  

And then the vision ended.  

Interpretation 

Last night, I did not know what exactly to make of the visions; although I could make some assumptions 

based on some things God has been showing and telling me through other visions and dreams over the 

past 3 ½ years. But I decided to bring in our ministry prophet to seek clarity and direction from the 

LORD. And when I did this morning, below is what the LORD revealed.  

PLEASE READ AMOS 3:7 BEFORE LISTENING TO THE AUDIO BELOW.  


